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INTRODUCTION

How on earth do rock-star content 
creators bust out so much original 
work on a regular basis? They're not 
geniuses at writing. They just know 
one little trick that makes content 
creation much easier and faster. The 
trick is to use templates.

Writers don't start from scratch and 
try to reinvent the wheel each time 
they write. They use templates and 
plug their ideas into these templates to 
create original content. This 
technique allows you to write quickly 
and it can also be used to repurpose 
old content. You can take something 
you wrote about before and simply 
repurpose it by plugging the 
information into your template.
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What Is a Template?

The easiest way to understand the template 
concept is to use an example. The example I'll 
use is the 'Right Way vs. Wrong Way' template. 
This is an article template in which you tell the 
reader the wrong way of doing something, 
identify why it's wrong, and then show them the 
right way.

Let's take a weight loss example. Suppose that 
you wrote an article with tips on eating right to 
lose weight naturally. These tips were:

 Eat a bigger breakfast and lunch, and a 
 smaller dinner.

 Do the math and try to count calories.

 Eat slowly and watch portion sizes.

 Don't skip meals but instead eat small 
 meals and snacks throughout the day.

You can take these same four tips and turn 
them into a Right Way vs. Wrong Way article 
without doing new research or coming up with 
new tips. 

Simply plug your four tips in like this:

Wrong Way – Eating a big meal late in the day
(Explain how your metabolism slows down while 
you're sleeping and it's easier to store calories)

Right Way – Large breakfast and lunch, small 
dinner.

Wrong Way – Give up on counting calories and just 
assume that if you 'eat right,' the weight will come 
off (Explain that counting calories is the only really 
efficient way to watch what you eat and eat right)
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Right Way – Set up a system for counting calories 
that's easy for you and works.

Wrong Way – Eating until you're full
(Explain that by the time you feel full, you've 
already eaten too much and portion size plays a 
huge part in weight gain)

Right Way – Eat smaller potions and eat more 
slowly.

Wrong Way – Skipping meals thinking not eating 
will help you lose weight
(Explain the basics of metabolism and why skipping 
meals doesn't help)

Right Way – Eat small meals and small snacks 
throughout the day.

What I've done is taken the same four points, 
plugged them into a template and then 
elaborated on them. Each template allows you 
to write a new article. With five templates, you 
can create five original articles. You've 
essentially multiplied your output.

Start Your Template List

Where do you find these templates? They're 
everywhere. You just have to learn how to 
recognize them. When you're reading blog 
posts or articles online, try to notice the overall 
structure of the article. Some are obvious but 
some aren't so. As you start paying attention, 
it'll be easier to spot them.

Here are five templates (six, counting the one 
above!). Use these five to start your own 
templates list. As you discover new ones, add 
them. 
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The Q and A Article

Take common questions about your topic and 
answer them. You can turn tips into answers 
and then write questions for them. To use the 
example above, a question could be, 'Does 
skipping meals help you lose weight?'

Title

Introduction

Question #1

Answer

Question #2

Answer

Question #3

Answer

Question #4

Answer

Conclusion

* Your article can have as many questions and answers as you'd like.

* If an answer is detailed or you can offer more tips, you can write a Q and A article based around 

just one question.
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The “Must-Have” Article

This article tells the reader the essentials they 
need in order to do something. Even better, 
number the items (numbers in titles make them 
more attention-grabbing) – '7 Must-Have 
Ecommerce Tools.'

Title

Introduction

Must Have Item 

and Why It's

Needed

Must Have Item 

and Why It's

Needed

Must Have Item 

and Why It's

Needed

Must Have Item 

and Why It's

Needed

Must Have Item 

and Why It's

Needed

*The items don't have to be physical things. They could be skills, personal qualities, etc. 

For example, '5 Must-Have Beliefs for Internet Marketing Success.'
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The Facts You Never Knew

This template presents the reader with 
little-known facts about a topic. If you can tie 
each of these facts into a piece of advice or an 
action step they can take, this is even more 
helpful. For example, '5 Facts You Didn't Know 
about Time Management' might include the 
fact that studies show multitasking doesn't 
work. Then, tell the reader to focus on only one 
task at a time.

Title

Introduction

Fact #1

Fact #2

Fact #3

Fact #4

Fact #5

Conclusion
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Is It for You?

The “Is It for You?” Article is for people on the 
fence thinking about trying something. It gives 
them a checklist to help them decide. An 
example would be – 'Starting an Online 
Business – Is It for You?' The article would then 
tell the reader what to expect when starting an 
online business.

Title

Introduction

Question

Explanation

Question

Explanation

Question

Explanation

Conclusion
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The Rules Article

This is one you can have some fun with. Take a 
subject and give the reader 'the rules.' These are 
the basics of doing something the right way. For 
each rule, explain why it's so important and 
essential.

Title

Introduction

Rule #1 

(explain why)

Rule #2

(explain why)

Rule #3

(explain why)

Rule #4

(explain why)

Rule #5

(explain why)

Conclusion

* The Rules Articles work well with a bit of humor, as if you're chastising the reader for not 

following the rules.

* The Rules can also be The Laws. 8



Conclusion

There are many more templates than just the ones covered in this report. You can also mix up 
templates. For example, you can have a Wrong Way vs. Right Way article combined with a Q & A 
Article, where each wrong way is in answer to a question.

This is just the tip of the iceberg. Use all the different templates available to you and you can 
become a content creation machine in no time. All you need is a content strategy, an editorial 
calendar, a few ideas and this list of templates to plug your ideas into.
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Give it me shout on Twitter and tell me what you think, 
or talk to me to find out how we can work together 
in giving your brand’s social media marketing strategy 
a welcome boost.

http://www.twitter.com/Liz_Azyan

WHAT IS THE BEST WAY TO 
ELIMINATE OVERWHELM AND MANAGE 

YOUR SOCIAL MEDIA BETTER?

I'd like to invite you to a FREE mini online 
course on how you can use tools to manage 
our social media better.

- Get your FREE social media management mini course -

SIGN UP NOW

Connect with us for exclusive social media insider tips 
delivered straight to your newsfeed:

http://digital-matchbox.com/free-mini-video-course-smtools/
http://digital-matchbox.com/free-mini-video-course-smtools/
http://www.facebook.com/lizazyan
http://www.twitter.com/liz_azyan
http://uk.linkedin.com/in/lizazyan/
https://plus.google.com/u/0/b/104459265221236978215/+DigitalmatchboxPRO/posts
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